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Hello Everybody. I have just taken over the newsletter from Alison Bosence and I would like 
to thank Alison very much for managing these newsletters over the past few years. I have a 
really good lead to follow as they were always very interesting!  
 
Just a few points from me to start this newsletter, please do keep contributions and 
suggestions coming for future issues: 
 
- Parish Magazine – you should see in the December issue a flyer about the FDHS – we want 

to encourage new members and hope that this might help. If you know of anyone else 
who might like to join please do encourage them to get in touch  

- Remember to collect seeds for the FDHS Seed Swap 2021 – exact timing being worked 
out, but we are planning to get this into the calendar early in the New Year 

- The Council is also thinking hard in the light of this year’s challenges and the constantly 
changing situation, about what members value most and would like to see more or less 
of in the future. We are having a planning session just before Christmas and would like 
your opinions – all ideas and thoughts welcome.  I am including a few questions here that 
might get you thinking, you can send feedback to any Council member and we will also 
try chatting with a few people. 

 
Q1. What are your 3 most important reasons for belonging to the Horticultural Society? (e.g. 
gaining gardening knowledge, new ideas for my garden, meeting people with similar interest, 
discounts at local garden suppliers, entering the shows, seeing and hearing about other 
people’s gardens) 
Q2. Which FDHS events do you value most? (e.g. external speakers, internal speakers, 
newsletter, spring and autumn shows, garden outings, workshops, website, plant sales, social 
events) 
Q3. What would you like more of and less of? 
Q4. Should we change from meetings on a weekday evening? If so, when would be better? 
Q5. What do we need to do to attract new members? 
Q6. If COVID restrictions remain, what would you most like to see us do? 
 
And lastly, I am sending this edition of the Newsletter out by email directly to everyone, as 
due to the changeover it is not only a bit late, but will also be the final one of 2020. I will  also 
upload it to the website, so that you can access it there along with all the previous ones. 
Meantime let me wish you a good end to 2020 and hopefully the possibility of seeing family 
and friends and staying fit and well – with of course appropriate social distancing!  
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AGM 
 
Thank you to everybody who turned up for the AGM by Zoom at the end of October. It 
worked! - always a pleasure. We are sending by separate PDF attachment the slides used 
during the presentation of activities for the 2020 Financial Year, and the draft minutes from 
the AGM – so that those who attended can review the minutes whilst the meeting is still fresh 
in the memory! - these will be circulated a week before the next AGM also.   

It was accepted at the AGM that we should roll over the subscription paid by members for 
2020 into 2021, as there is still a healthy balance in the accounts, even though there was 
expenditure made during the 2020 Financial Year.   Remember the Society’s Financial Year 
runs from 1 September to 31 August, so a number of events were run from 1 September 2019 
to the end of February 2020 before Covid-19 caused lockdown – the Autumn Show, a guided 
tour of Wisley, the autumn plant sale, the AGM and Social evening, the President’s Supper, 
the January Social evening and presentation by members of their garden projects, and a talk 
on summer bulbs. 

In reviewing during the AGM what we should focus on doing next year, and how we can make 
things happen, we acknowledge that with the ongoing progression of Covid-19, and with the 
lack of a crystal ball, we will have to play things by ear and for next year and reschedule 
quickly.   However, we now have a better idea of what is likely to be permissible and suitable 
for our activities.  Discussion during the AGM brought agreement amongst the members 
present that in addition to the activities we would normally undertake (talks, Shows, garden 
outings), we should anticipate more of the following: 

• Plant sales – as these are held outside – including at the time of the Frensham Fayre, 
if the Fayre itself cannot happen 

• More workshops in the same vein as the compost workshop run by Dan Bosence 
recently - outside if possible 

• Possibly moving the Spring Show to a later date, by which time we should be further 
down the vaccine route and so more likely to be able to run an event in the Marindin 
Hall – May? – though this will obviously impact what is growing and flowering at the 
time 

• Going ahead with the idea borrowed from the WI to have (small) tea parties outside 
in Members’ gardens 

All these activities will likely take place from the spring to the early autumn so they will be 
enjoyable to attend outside, and are small enough that they can be rescheduled at short 
notice if the weather looks to be atrocious.   The Council are having a planning session in 
December to think further about this – if anybody has any good ideas about what we could 
do, please do be in touch by the middle of December. 

 

CHAIRMAN’S UPDATE FOLLOWING THE AGM       By Caroline Plant 
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FDHS Constitution 

It was discussed at the AGM that the constitution of the society seems a bit outdated and not 
suited to the current purpose, so the Council will be suggesting a revision to the terms in due 
course. 

Council Members 

We want to extend thanks for long service to a few of the Council members who feel it is time 
to move on.   Dan Bosence – who in his 17 odd years (not his odd years – about 17 years) has 
fulfilled a number of roles, but who has been most appreciated for his indefatigable attention 
to detail and being on the ball, so making sure things happen.   He is still an active member of 
the FDHS, of course, and we still hope to co-opt Dan for further workshops and contributions.   
We also thank Alison for preparing and distributing the Newsletter for the last few years. 

Suzanne McLean is also leaving the Council after some 12 years (who’s counting) - she also 
has turned her hand to many things, in particular meticulous organization of the Shows and 
cups and the Show Schedule/Members’ Handbook.   Suzanne also remains a member, but 
wants to free up some time for other pursuits. 

Neil Mumford has joined the Council, and attended his first session this month – Neil is keen 
on vegetable growing, and we look forward to his contribution to activities. 

 

 
What a difference a year makes! 
 
Some of you will remember the travesty that was 2019’s Heaviest 
Pumpkin class in the Autumn Show. Won by Penny Hearn from a 
plant that had been sown by me. I had, I think rather generously, 
given a plant to three ‘friends’ who had all produced decent 
pumpkins the one I kept and grew on produced a walnut-sized 
pumpkin. Illustrated here. 
  
Life can be so unfair sometimes. 

 
2019 Heaviest Pumpkin entries 
 
Being a forgiving type of person, I did the same 
again this year and I sowed my pumpkin seeds 
and gave a plant to Penny, Ruth and Suzanne 
again. Well my plant knew I wasn’t messing 
about, a little pumpkin started to grow seriously 
as did one of Penny’s. Suzanne’s and Ruth’s grew 
a little less vigorously. I knew I was in with a 

PANDEMIC PUMPKIN WEIGH-IN         By Annette Clayson 
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chance this year. What happened next? The Autumn Show is cancelled because of the 
Pandemic without a thought for me or my pumpkin.  
 
However, my ‘friends’ really are friends and went along with my idea to have a private weigh 
in between the four of us. But then the competitiveness of the competition started to show. 
In an exchange of WhatsApp messages – A Direct Quote – from Penny ‘My pumpkin has been 
sabotaged, You been around Annette?’. She then back tracked….. ‘I think it was a bird that 
has pecked holes in it. I might have needed those grams.’  
 
So the day of the weigh in arrived. 
 
 
  
   
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
A bit more than a few grams were needed to beat my beautiful pumpkin!! I am trying so hard 
not sing and dance with joy – I certainly would have done if it had been the heaviest at the 
Autumn Show! Certificates issued, cream tea eaten, what fun. Thank you to my long-suffering 
friends for putting up with me but I do feel that I have redeemed myself after last year and 
can hold my head up high in pumpkin growing circles. However do let me know if you have 
grown a heavier pumpkin than 7.6kg this year. It would urge me on to greater things next 
year. 
 

 
The Compost Workshop led by Dan Bosence on 17th 
October was a great success. Having tended to think 
composting was mainly about throwing food waste, and 
grass cuttings into a bin and hoping magic would turn it 
into lovely compost, it was really informative, and 
interesting to learn how to make it properly! 
 
Our socially distanced group, John Davis, Ian Milne, Simon 
Bleach, Judith and Martin Wiles and myself all stationed 
ourselves in front of Dan’s compost bins at the end of the 
garden. Site and construction of three compost bays was 
explained, and our first learning lesson. Dan moved on to 
explain the different compostable materials which could 

Results 

Annette 7.6kg 

Penny 5.9kg 

Suzanne 5.0kg 

Ruth 1.3kg 

FDHS COMPOST WORKSHOP             By Annabel Sommerfelt 
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be added, and gave us a useful list, showing the carbon/nitrogen contents of different garden 
materials. A 50/50 mix of brown and green waste to be achieved, to make good compost. Dan 
emptied his food waste caddy into the compost bin to demonstrate the type of foods which 
could be added, including cat sick wrapped in newspaper. Not an ingredient any of us had 
considered, and obviously not essential! 
 
We had an interesting discussion about which weeds could be added, which consequently 
would be decomposed by organisms, bacteria and the heat generated within the compost 
bins. 50-60 degree heat needed for this to happen. 
 
We learned that aeration is very important, 
and that the compost heap should be turned 
once or twice a year. Another learning 
lesson for me! In addition, moisture can be 
added, if the heap becomes too dry. 
 
Dan showed us the start and end of compost 
preparation in two bins. The final compost 
was dark and friable. It could even be sieved 
and used as seed compost, a definite money 
saver! 
 
An interesting experiment Dan had been trying, was to test the biodegradability of some 
household compost/food waste bags, which were made out of potato starch. He had put 
them in the bottom of the compost bin in March. We excitedly watched him try to recover 
the bags, and they had disappeared! The magic of composting and biodegradability had 
happened! What next potato starch nappies? [see next item for more on this as a world 
exclusive] 
 
The morning was well rounded off with some delicious homemade cake, teas and coffees, 
which Alison brought out to us. An excellent, interesting and fun morning. Definitely a 
workshop not to be missed. 
 
A big thank you to both Dan and Alison Bosence for all their preparation and efforts to make 
such a successful workshop. 
 
 

 
Many of us are intrigued to find out if the new “compostable” starch bags really do compost. 
This year I ran an experiment to see if the claims on the bag hold up. And they do! So, I shall 
be continuing to add starch bags, as well as shredded paper bags, to my compost.  
 
Five bags were placed near the base of a bin on top of some freshly dug weeds and garden 
waste on the 6th April this year. Then the adjacent bin was turned out on top of the bags to 

WORLD EXCLUSIVE: 
Are Starch Bags Compostable on a Home Compost Heap?  By Dan Bosence
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fill the compost bin. It was not turned again over the summer but was dug out to mulch my 
no-dig vegetable beds on the 17th October. You’ve got it- I saved it up for the day of the FDHS 
compost workshop. I was sceptical as to what I would find but pleasantly surprised that the 
remains of just one of the 5 bags could be found. The pictures tell the story: 
 
6th April 2020 
Fresh bags placed on garden waste 

17th October 2020.  
One fragment in well-rotted compost 

  

Others have also been sceptical about whether these bags will degrade in home compost bins, 
as opposed to large commercial heaps that reach high temepratures. Luckily a team of 
scientists at University College London are trying to find the answer to this in a citizen science 
project. The “Big Compost Experiment” on compostable plastics has been running for a year 
now and all their results are being analysed for us to see at:  

https://www.bigcompostexperiment.org.uk 
 

 
Here is an extract from a FDHS report of a Compost Evening organised in August 2012 which 
Dan came across when trawling through his archives.  
 
“Finally, we were treated to explanations from several other members who had brought 
delicious samples of brown crumbly matter and bottles of mysterious liquids, and explained 
their own varying methods. Noreen Madgwick uses a ‘wormery’ to make two different 
products: she can safely include food waste with other vegetable matter to make a fine 
compost, all in a covered container which lets liquid drip from the base to give a good liquid 
‘plant feed’. Her second method of producing a liquid feed is to fill an old plastic bin with 
comfrey leaves, sometimes adding nettles. With the only added liquid being a little rain water 
seeping through a hole at the top, she can extract the resulting brown liquid from a top at the 
bottom, ready to dilute as plant and foliar feed.” 
 
Note: many of you will know Noreen well from her years of membership of the FDHS. What 
you may not know is that she has moved to Devon to live nearer her daughter.  

 FROM THE ARCHIVES… 

https://www.bigcompostexperiment.org.uk/
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Date and chocolate Christmas cake by Benjamina Ebuehi (source: Guardian.com) 
 
“For years, my mum was the only one in our house who ate Christmas cake. She’d buy a little 
one all for herself, loving the fact that she didn’t have to share it with anyone. I’m much more 
drawn to rich, fudgy chocolate cakes at Christmas, so decided to combine the two for 
something we could both enjoy. It’s still full of all the classic festive flavours, but the dates 
bring my ideal squidgy texture and the chunks of dark chocolate are a real delight. This is a 
make-ahead cake – it can be stored for two months and also freezes well.” 
 

Preparation Time Cooking Time Serving Size 

25 mins 2hr 15-30 mins 12 

 
450g medjool dates, pitted 
1 tsp bicarbonate of soda 
200g raisins 
150g sultanas 
150g dried cranberries 
100ml brandy, plus extra to brush 
200g dark muscovado sugar 
150g unsalted butter 
Juice and zest of 1 orange 

3 medium eggs, beaten 
200g plain flour 
50g ground almonds 
2 tbsp cocoa powder 
2 tsp ground cinnamon 
2 tsp ground ginger 
½ tsp ground cloves 
½ tsp ground cardamom 
120g dark chocolate, roughly chopped 

 
NB: Feel free to switch up the dried fruits used here: cherries, currants and dried figs work 
equally well. Just keep the total weight the same. 
 
1. Grease a deep, round 23cm cake tin and line the base and sides with a double layer of 

baking paper, paper, allowing it to extend about 10cm above the rim. Heat the oven to 

140C (130C fan)/300F/gas 2.  

2. Chop the dates into small pieces, put them in a bowl with 250ml boiling water and the 

bicarb, stir and leave to soak for 10 minutes. 

3. Put all the other dried fruit into a large saucepan with the brandy, sugar, butter, orange 

zest and juice, and simmer gently for 10 minutes, stirring occasionally. Remove from the 

heat, stir in the softened dates and leave to cool to room temperature. Once cooled, stir 

in the beaten eggs. 

4. In a separate bowl, sift the flour, ground almonds, cocoa powder and spices. Pour this into 

the fruit mixture and stir until fully combined. Fold in the chopped chocolate, then pour 

the batter into the prepared cake tin. 

5. Bake the cake for two hours and 15 minutes to two hours and 30 minutes, or until a 

skewer inserted into the centre comes out clean. Leave to cool in the tin, then poke a few 

holes across the surface and brush with a little more brandy. Wrap the cake well in 

greaseproof paper and a layer of foil, and store in a cool, dark place until advent. 

SEASONAL RECIPE       Suggested by Ruth Murphy 
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Every February, I research to decide which onion sets I will plant out in March for late summer 
early autumn/ cropping. I have been fortunate that every variety I have grown over the years 
have been successful and to date, Fortunately I have never had problems with any form of 
mildew, rot or onion fly, it maybe to do with the spacing possibly? 
 
It is well known that the white varieties, are more reliable than red varieties, and from my 
own experience, I have found that the red varieties are more prone to bolting than white 
onions. I prefer the taste of red onions, so will put up with a few bolted onions to use in 
summer salads. In the past I have grown both Electric and Red Baron with great success. 
 
I always grow my red onions grown alongside the white onion sets, Centurion and Hercules 
are the white ones I have mostly grown and prefer, they have both provided good yields and 
have excellent keeping qualities. 
 
This year, for the first time, I decided to try someting different and plant seedlings. I bought 
a tray of the variety Bedfordshire Champion from Squires Garden Centre and planted these 
out in March. Cost wise, these are better value for money than sets, I guess 40 plus seedlings 
cost me £2.49. 
 
After 3 weeks I was not entirely optimistic that I had made the right decision but decided to 
persevere and very slowly they began to grow and from June, I watched them flourish, the 
hot summer helped.  
 
Unfortunately for us, we moved mid-August, just as the veg patch was at its most productive 
and not knowing how productive the onions would be. We did know however, that the garden 
was in good hands with the lovely Penny Hearn taking control. 
 
Penny promised that we would still see the benefit 
and sure to her word she arrived earlier this month, 
with the 6 beautiful onions you see in the photograph. 
I was gobsmacked at the size of each one, they were 
all in the region of 500 grammes each, perfectly 
shaped and clearly the best onions I have ever 
produced!  This variety dates back over 100 years old, 
has good disease resistance and fantastic storage 
qualities, so basically a good allrounder. It is my No1 
choice for the 2021 season and for me, I think 
seeds/seedlings, rather than sets are the way to go. 
 
Thanks, Penny for sharing these with me.               
 
 
 
 

IT PAYS TO KNOW YOUR ONIONS…     By Neil Mumford 
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A couple of websites that might be useful as you are starting to plan for next year: 
 
The English Iris Company www.englishiriscompany.com/ 
Matthias nursery in Tilford www.hedgesonline.com 
 
And the suppliers listed as offering discounts to members inside the front cover of your 
membership booklet (the yellow one from January this year). 

 

 
Do you like being out in the fresh air enjoying the beautiful countryside?  

Do you want to help in your local community? 
 

Why not consider joining the gardening teams at St Mary’s and The Good Shepherd churches. 
We are looking for extra team members to help us with the mowing and upkeep of the 
churchyards. At St Mary’s you will be working in a small team, mowing, strimming trimming, 
emptying the bins and keeping everything nice and tidy. At The Good Shepherd, we are 
introducing a new wild flower meadow this year – so mowing is really all that is required and 
this will not be onerous at all. An exciting time to get involved and see how our new venture 
flourishes! How much time you want to spend is really up to you – the season spans from 
March to early October – and you can give as much or little time as you wish. Typically, we 
meet every other Saturday from 9am to 1pm at St Mary’s. At the Good Shepherd it is really 
up to you when you want to mow as you will be doing this solo (it only really needs one person 
on a fortnightly basis). If you are interested, then please contact Eunice King on 790690 or 
eunice.king@frenshamchurches.org.uk 
 

 
We heard recently of the death of Laurie Weeden.  And here are some reflections of his 
life and the time he spent with the FDHS from Dan and Alison Bosence: 
 
Here are the cups he won (not so many, Anne (his wife) has more): 

- Anniversary Cup. In 1999 and again in 2007. He is the only person to have been 
awarded this cup twice.  

- Wood Cup 2004, Spring Show shrubs,  
- Bill Othen Vase in 2002, 2008. 

 
He will be remembered with fondness in the Society: 

TO HELP WITH FORWARD PLANNING….       

VOLUNTEERING OPPORTUNITIES     From Eunice King 
    

AND FINALLY….       

http://www.englishiriscompany.com/
http://www.hedgesonline.com/
mailto:eunice.king@frenshamchurches.org.uk
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A meeting was held to form a working party to look after the beds outside the Marindin Hall 
and to ensure that they were tidied for each of the Shows. Only Laurie turned up and was 
duly volunteered for a job that he did every year for the next 15 years. 
 
He was also a keen grower of vines and made his own wine. The first time we met him was 
when Dan decided to enter some veg for the H&P show, and Laurie was one of the group who 
asked Dan to join as he could see what a keen veg gardener he was! 
 
Laurie Weeden was a glider pilot in the last war. On a flight over the channel in the night of 
June 5th 1944 he received a call from the radio operator "Happy Birthday!” Laurie turned 22 
on D-Day delivering supplies for the landing. His was a big glider that carried a Jeep and an 
anti-tank gun and a major task was finding somewhere to land. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
The painting is one of four studies that the artist Martin Yeoman made following a 
commission by the Prince of Wales of surviving D-Day Veterans for the exhibition The Last of 
The Tide at the Queen’s Gallery, Buckingham Palace, London 2015. 
 
If people would like to hear Laurie talking about his wartime gliding experiencing there is a 
very nice film of him talking whilst sitting for the portrait. Please follow this link: The Last 

Parade 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

All unattributed articles are by the Editor; Sharon Bleach. 
Items for next Newsletter please to be sent by email bleachsharon@gmail.com or 

by post to Dragonfly, Hammondswood Road, Frensham, GU10 3EH 

http://s.telegraph.co.uk/graphics/projects/d-day-veterans/index.html
http://s.telegraph.co.uk/graphics/projects/d-day-veterans/index.html
mailto:bleachsharon@gmail.com

